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Daicey Pond lies at the base of Mount Katahdin within what is now Baxter State 
Park in northern Maine. The pond covers thirty-five acres and has an average depth 
of ten feet and a maximum depth of twenty-six feet. Those numbers are important 
to anglers because trout—at the top of the list of most desirable fish to catch—like 
cold water. Shallow lakes don’t have the deep holes where trout can escape to when 
temperatures go up in late June, July, and August. That wasn’t much of an issue a 
hundred years ago, but in these days of warming temperatures, a lot of anglers 
complain about the declining numbers of trout and the rising numbers of bass and 
perch and other fish that prefer warm water. At least that’s how it is in Maine.

The history books frequently mention Daicey Pond and its surrounding camps as 
a great place in Maine to fish for trout. Camps were first built there in 1902 by 
Maurice York whose family played host for sixty-seven years to fishermen, hunters, 
and outdoor enthusiasts. In 1969 York sold his land and camps to Baxter State 
Park Authority to become part of the vast park that was brought into existence by 
Governor Percival P. Baxter. Most of the original camps have since been replaced, 
but the legacy of Daicey Pond continues. It is one of the most sought after places to 
experience the Maine wilderness—a pristine pond, the looming Mount Katahdin, 
the sounds of nature, frequent sightings of moose, and, with the right fly, a trout at 
the end of your line.

Daicey Pond
 by Anthony Cordasco

Damn!
Ivan could catch trout!
That secretive bastard Park Ranger.

God damn, what was he using?
And always keeping his canoe 
just far enough away
like that.
Like he didn’t want me
to snag 
a single one. 

They were rising,
all around me 
but, 
what the hell was he using?

I was tying on dry flies 
to beat the band.
Changing them just as fast,
more than what’s embarrassing.
Something to make a trout leap
from the water 
to the sky.

God damn, what was he using?

The end result, naturally,
a realization;
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the hook needs to be where the fish are 
(certainly not the bottom of the boat)
all that time.

I floated on the cold 
seeping through the aluminum.
The same water
the handle pumped,
that I swallowed;
dark deep Daicey
pulled to the porch of our cabin
from the gills 
of the elusive. 

Dusk,
and still enough light
to see Katahdin 
reflected in the surface,
moving with the ripples
of the rises. 

They’re still feeding on something,
spitting out mine. 
Damn trout.
Damn Ivan.
Like he didn’t want me
to snag 
a single one. 

What the hell was he using?

In the final light
come the gas mantles,
boring that increasingly growing 
white hole of light

between the tall dark pines
so familiar 
on my night returns from the pond.
Gliding over silent trout,
into the darkness surrounding
The Birch Bark,
The Owls Nest.
The Lookout;
(A sparse necklace of 
shelters 
Ricky helped his father build
around Daicey
to make the primitive 
seem probable).

Was it
fifty years ago?

Damn,
I have become that canoe
I watched
hoisted on the car top,
parked by the trail
to the Knife Edge;
bashed by the Allagash;
dents, and scars,
separated seams,
and scoured. 

I can still
feel:
the curved hull 
scraping over the pond rocks;
coming to rest
against the dock,
the soft pine path 

under foot
(balsam’s breath)
up to the cabin
(trailing the long pole behind 
me,
dodging the dipping branch-
es
that could snag me
instead),

feel
the kindling’s
thin oak strips’
ragged edges covered 
with splinters 
like corn silk;
the soot black grill,

feel
the rock
as I sit,
peering without purpose,
without 
a trout;
losing time
with the dwindling logs
reduced to embers

and the drift
of the heavy ash dust 
of stars
overhead,

hear
the hissing fire,
hiss of my line
out the reel, 
through my fingers
on the 
cast of the line reaching 
far out beyond the surface
of the dark pond,
spanning
then 
and now. 

I snagged them.

Not with Caddis 
Elk Hair,
Wholly Bugger,
or whatever 
that God damn
Ivan
was using. 
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